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THE SMELL BRAIN
In song and story, composers, writers, and artists
have paid tribute to eyes that can appreciate beautiful
art, ears delighted by music, sensual tactile pleasures
to share with our lovers; and Hemingway often wrote
about delicious tastes. But the poor neglected nose
begets little respect. Perhaps this is because the only
function of the nose, to perceive odors, has declined
in human evolutionary development.

MacDonald Critchley, in his 1986 book, The
Citadel of the Senses, vividly described observations
that butterflies have uncanny powers of detecting
others of their species more than a mile away; and
scientists have found that the salmon smolt finds
and returns to its parent river by means of its sense
of smell.

Still, human olfactory perception can be fascinat-
ing to contemplate. Critchley detailed how the
“smell brain” has declined in humans while there has

been enhancement of vision, hearing, and the dexter-
ity of our hands: “What remains are powerful neuro-
logic connections between smell and memory.”
Several years ago, in my class at Tulsa University,
“Writing Your Memoirs,” several classmates wrote
how the fragrance of flowers intensely relates to cer-
tain childhood, or even adult, memories; and one
80-year-old man read his touching memoir, associat-
ing memories of pungent wood smoke with his boy-
hood Vermont home.

Cigar smoke places me in my Aunt Betty’s living
room on Friday nights in 1949, watching boxing
bouts while Uncle Jack puffed on a Roi-Tan cigar.
When I have occasion to review some anatomic
point, formaldehyde still wafts faintly from my old
anatomy dissection book, and I think of Tom
McGovern, my lab partner of long ago. But, most of
all, I sometimes smell my wife’s hair, and it is 1954,
and we are 16 again.
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